Fall 2011 Open Enrollment/Transfer Period

✧ Flexible Spending Accounts Program
  ♦ Sept. 26\textsuperscript{th} – Nov. 18\textsuperscript{th}
  ♦ Changes will become effective 01/01/12

✧ Health Insurance Plan
  ♦ Nov. 1\textsuperscript{st} – Nov. 30\textsuperscript{th}
  ♦ Changes will become effective 01/12/12

✧ Young Adult Coverage to Age 26
  ♦ Nov. 1\textsuperscript{st} – Nov. 30\textsuperscript{th}
  ♦ Changes will become effective 01/12/12

✧ PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund Dental Plan
  ♦ Nov. 1\textsuperscript{st} – Nov. 30\textsuperscript{th}
  ♦ Changes will become effective 01/01/12